Telemedicine to support coping resources in home-living patients diagnosed with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: Patients' experiences.
Introduction The way in which telemedicine contributes to promote coping and independence might be undervalued in the development of telemedicine solutions and the implementation of telemedicine interventions. This study explored how home-living patients diagnosed with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) experienced follow-up using telemedicine, and the extent to which the implemented technology was able to support and improve the patients' coping resources and independence. Methods A qualitative approach with individual semi-structured interviews was used. Ten patients diagnosed with COPD participated. The data were transcribed verbatim and a qualitative content analysis method was used, including analyses of the manifest and latent content of the texts. Results The participants' positive attitude to handling and understanding the technology and the positive and negative feelings related to use the technology derived the theme: "The telemedicine solution is experienced as comprehensible and manageable and provides meaning in daily life". The importance of telemedicine services that provided trust and confidence, the intervention's impact on independence and self-management and the intervention's ability to support integrity and meaning in life, derived the theme: "The telemedicine intervention contributes to stress reduction caused by illness burden and facilitates living as normally as possible". Discussion The impact of a telemedicine intervention might be influenced by the experience of a technological solution that requires little effort to deal with, while it must also provide meaning in life. Furthermore, the telenurses' expertise and the intervention's flexibility, i.e. possibilities for individual adaption, might promote coping to facilitate living as normally as possible despite illness.